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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of this subj ect was originally undertaken at the request of the Army Air Service.
In vie-iv of the intimate connection between this and other phases of the ignition problem studied
under the auspices of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, it is published as a
technical report of Lhe latter body to put on record the present state of kno-dedge of the volt-
age required to produce a spark across the gap of a spark plug in the cylinder of an interna~
combustion engine. This voltage is affected by a considerable number of conditiom, some of
which are lit tle understood at present. Lu the following discussion the approximate range of
each of these conditions wilI be indicated and at least the order of ma=titude of its effect on
the sparking voltage.
The importance of having an approxinmte knowledge of this voltage lies in the fact that
it constitutes a sort of common meeting point in the performance of” the engine, the spark
plug, and the magneto (or coil). The voltage attained by the spark coi~, and hence the stress
to which aIl parts of tie electrical system are subjected, is fixed solely by the sparking voltage.
Thus any change in, for example, the compression ratio of the en=he affects the operation of
the ma=weto, or the most desirable setting of the spark piug points only in so far as it changes
the sparking voltage. Information on sparking vo~tages is of importance also in connection
with the safety gaps of ma=gpetos, and to an even greater extent with the various forms of
standard test gaps used in testing the performance of ignition apparatus.
A further point is the possible direet relation between the initial -roltage of a spark and
its i=gniting power. Work at the British (69)’ National Physical Laboratory has shown quite
definitely that of two very -weak sparks of equal energy content, the one which has the greater
sparking voltage is capable of igniting a less inflammable mixture. Certain writers (If), (48)
have concluded from this that a high sparking voltage is therefore always desirable in-a spark
plug. It -ivouId seem, however, that the increased difficulty of producing any spark at alI
with such a plug would more than offset the benefit from the increased igniting power when a
spark is produced. The experiments referred to in (69) were made with Tvell-carburet ted
gaseous mixtures, and more data are needed -when condition are otherwise.
The range of variables covered by the present report will be only sufficient to cover ade-
quately the limits met with in automotive practice. These are, roughly, gap lengths from 0.1
mm. to 6 mm., gas pressures from one-half atmosphere to 10 atmospheres, temperatures up to
700° C., and voltages up to 15,000 volts. For pressures or gap lengths materiality outside this
ra~~e the character of the electric discharge may become very different from those described
in this report.
In the present report, after a brief account of the present accepted theory of the spark
discharge, there will be given a tabulation of the principaI variables affect~~ the sparking
voltage and a detailed discussion of each. The report will then treat of the application of
these facts to standard test gaps, auxiliary series gaps, and safety gaps, and will close with a
general summary of the contents of the earlier sections.
The literature relating to spark gaps in general is very voluminous. The bibliography
appended to this report contains such references as seem to have even a remote bearing on
ignition -work, arrargged chronologically under a number of principal topics. The numbers in
parentheses scattered through the text of the report refer to references in the bibhography
covering the particular phase under discussion.
1Refwnceismadeby number(itafic)to “ EiMiOgraphyofSparkhzVoltages.”
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IL THEORY OF THE SPARK DISCHARGE
A single spark from a magneto or induction coil can be analyzed into an extended series
of events, some of which occur slowly enough to be studied by the oscillograph or by a rotating
mirror, -while others are so rapid as defy direct observation and can only be inferred from
indirect observation or from theory, The total sequence of events is as follows (70): After
the primary contact points of the usual type of ignition circuit separate, the voltage at the
spark plug gap begins to rise very rapidly, the rate being of the order of 50)000,000 volts pcr
second. This continues, however, for only about a ten-thousandth of a second until the spin--
kingvoltage of the gap (say 5,000 volts) has been reached. The gas in the gap then suddenly
“breaks down” (that is, it becomes a rel~tively good conductor of electricity) and a very hwge
current flows across the gap. The magnitude of this first rush of current is determined by the
voltage at which breakdown occurs, by the electrostatic capacity of the secondary wiring, and
by the very small inductance of the secondary leads. This first discharge probab~y alternat.cs
n direction several times during the next few millionths of a second but rapidly dies down to a
very much lower value (say 0:05 ampere) which is fixed mainly by the magnetic circuit and
the number of turns of the secondary winding. This current dies away more gradually, the
rate depending in part-upon the length and proportions of the spark gap and in part upon the
initial supply of energy, until (after about- 0.005 second) the current suddenly stops. The
subject of the present report is the value of voltage at which the gap breaks down and this
value depends mainly on the dimensions, density, etc., of the gas in the gap and only slightly
if at all on the ignition system supplying the voltage.
The breakdown of the spark gap under electric s{ress (at a definite voltage) is somewhat
analogous to the faiIure of a solid test piece under a definite value of mechanical stress. The
viewpoint afforded b-y this analogy is satisfactory and sufficient for many prol-iems connected
with sparking voltages. However, the development of the electron theory of matter and in
particular of gaseous ions has given us a much more intimate and detailed picture of the prowss
by which the gas changes at a certain definite voltage from an almost perfect insulator into a
fairly good condrmtor of electricity. This theory has been developed by a large number of
physicists. Verv good summaries are given in the books of Thomson (3) and Townsend (8),.
and the chap ter on this subject by Stark (71) in WinkelmannZs c’Handbuch der Physik.” The
first definite applications of the electron theory to the sparli discharge were gi-ren in earlier
articles by these authors (40), (4Z).
The essential features of the electron theory of sparks me as follows: (a) There exists in
the air a considerable number (se~eral hundred per cubic centimeter) of electrically charged
particles called ions. (b) These move under the electric attraction from the electrodes and con-
stitute the carriers of the electric eurrenk by moving to the electrodes and giving up their charges.
(c) When the electric force in any region exceeds a certain critical -value (about 30)000 volts
per cm. at normal density) these ions may be accelerated to such a speed that on colliding Witli
an electrically neufiral. gas molecule they split it into a fresh pair of ions, one being charged posi-
tively and the other negatively. (d) If the number of new ions thus produced in a giv-en time
exceeds the number swept” out of the gap and discharged at the electrodes, then the number
present will increase indefinitely and in geometric progression so that an enormous current will
soon flow and be accompanied by the rapid dissipation of energy as heat, light, and noise which
we call a sparli.
HI. TABULATION OF THE VARIABLES
The variables which may affect the sparking voltage of an cmgine spark plug may be tabu-
lated as follows:
1. Gap length and shape of electrodes.
2. Gas density at the instant of ignition, which depends upon gas pressure and temperature
which in turrt depend upon spark advance, throttling both in induction system and at throttle
valve, compression ratio, altitude. ‘
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3. Electrode temperature which i~ turrt depends upon electrode size and shape, and gas
1eakage through the plug, as welI as upon alI the engine conditions M ed under 2.
4. Pohwity.
5. EIectrode material and surface.
6. kllxture ratio.
7. Turbulence.
8. Rate of application of voltage and initird ionization.
The effect of items I and 2 have been the subject of a very great amount of research so that,
relatively WJe remains to be done on them. Hem 3 has been the subject of recent study (39)
and is probably the principaI cause of uncertain~y in predicting sparking ~oltages because of
our lack of knowledge of the temperature of spark plug electrodes in operation.
‘I’he effects of items z to 7, inclusive, are of relatively little importance in automotive work.
Item S and related topics have been the subject of considerable study and numerous contro-
versies -which have not as yet been satisfactorily settled.
N. GAP DIMENSIONS
The reIation between the sparking voltage and the shape and spacing of the electrodes has
been the subject of a very great amount of e~perimentation. The first nxxdts obtained in
absolute units were those of Sir William Thomson (Iiord KeItin) in 1860 (14), and were fol-
lowed by a series of papers (17), (18), (19), (.2(?), (%) extending to the recent work by the Iarge
.berican electric corporations (.24), (25), (26) leading to the standardization of the sphere gap
as a means for measuring high voltage. A summary of the work as applied to high -voltage
measurement is given by Peek (10) and by Toepler (4), and a more generaI summary by J. J.
Thomson (3).
The work as a whole shows that air in bulk (i. e., as tested between paralIeI pIates a con-
siderable distance apart) can withstand a certain definite electric stress (30,000 volts per cm. at
normal density). For other forms of electrodes two modifying effects enter so that the sparking
voltage is not strictly proportional to the gap length. The first effect is due to the nonuniform
space distribution of the electric force, and the second, which occurs in short gaps, arises from
a Iack of space in which ionization can occur.
The first effect is exempMed in long gaps between small or pointed electrodes. In such a
gap the Iocd intensity of the electric field is much greater near the electrodes and the gas near
them mill break down when the average -roItage gradient o~er the whole gap is much 1sss than the
critical mlue. J%great= stress is then put on the central part and it too may then fail. In
extreme cases it is possible for the locally o-rerstrained air to break down -without imposing
eno~oh additional stress on the remainder of the air to break it down in turn. This condition
produces the brush or corona discharge instead of a complete spark. The proportions of spark
plug electrodes are very seldom such as to produce this effect, though corona often occurs at
other parts of the secondary wiring of ignition systems -where sharp points are present.
The effect of a nommiform electric field can be allowed for in the computation of sparking
voltage if the shape of the electrodes is such that the distribution of eIectric force can be com-
puted mathematically. This can be done for spheres (1, 5, 7) parallel mires (10) and concentric
cylinders (10) but the more compIex shapes used for spark phg electrodes can not be handled
mathematically. The maximum eIectric stress (or ~olta.ge gradient) in any gap is given by
g=; j voIt.s per centimeter (12]
w-here 9= mh~ gradient
v = -roItage applied to gap .
s = spacing in cm
f=afactor depend@ on the shape of the electrodes.
For pardel planes f = 1.
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where R = radius of outer cylinder
r = radius of inner cylinder
For parallel wires j =
s
S+ Z?’
approx.
2 r 10$7, -y-
where r = radius of wire.
For equal spheres f =fi+1+vu+’)’+’
— .. 4’
For most of the electrodes used in spark plugs j probably does not differ so very greatly
from 1.
The second reason for the departure of sparking voltage from direct proportionality with
the gap length is an apparent increase in the specific dielectric strength of air (voIt&ge gradient
required for breakdown) in very short gaps. This increase was first attributed to a condensed
layer of air close to the electrodes but a more probabIe explanation is that -with the short gaps
in which this effect is important; the space in -which a given ion can produce others by collision
is so short that it does not collide with enough molecules to supply the increase in ionization
necessary for a spark. This cramping effect is also produced by curvature of the electrode
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surfaces and tends to some extent to
counterbalance the effects of nonuni-
formity previously discussed, The
net result of these two effects is that .
the shaping of the spark p~ug elec-
trodes has relatively little effect on
the sparking voltage. Thii is shown
by Figure 1 which gives the sparking
volt ages observed at the Bureau of
Standards on 25 difierent=spark plugs
chosen to cover as wide a range of
shape as possible. The soIid curve
corresponds to data by Paschen (2?8)
on a gap between spheres 0.50 cm. in
diameter. It vdl be noted that prac-
tically all the shapes of plug electrodes
gi-vesparking voltages within +-20 per
cent of Lhe curve. Similar dwta on
the sparking voltages of a variety of
plugs at atmospheric pressure and
E&o at 96 Ib,/in.2 pressure ha~e been
reported from the British I’Tatiord
Physical Laboratory (&).
V. GAS DENSITY
The general fact that increased pressure hinders and rise of temperature assists the dis-
charge of electricity has long been known. As far back as 1834 Harris (36) by heating “at
constant volume the gas around a spark gap showed that the breakdown voltage -was not affected
by such heating, which increased both the temperature and pressure but left the gas density
unchanged. The results of a numbe~ of observers (16, 28, 81, 33, 34) have shown that the
voltage increases liiearly with an increase in pressure up to 10 atmospheres, but increases less
rapidly at higher pressures. The effect of temperature has been less often inwmtigatedj but
work done some years ago (35) has shown quite definitely that (up to five times normal density)
it is the density of the gas wh;ch is of importance and that-pressure and temperature changes in
the gas affect its breakdown voltage only to the extent that they affect the density. In 1889
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Paschen ($28)stated a general relation (which, however, is only approximately irue)-that the
sparking .voItage depends onIy on the product of the spark length and density. & a result of
very careful measurements at densities from one-half to one atmosphere, Peek (10) has developed
a rather eIaborate formula for sphere gaps.
The simple linear reIation, however, E;= E,(I + K (ti– 1) ) expresses the observed data
fairly well and is more convenient to use. Here
t= density of air relative to norma~ temperature and pressure.
E, =sparking voltage at relative density = I.
,ES=sparking voltage at relative density =6.
K is a constant -which varies from 0.5 to 0.7 for differenk shapes of electrodes, the larger values
corresponding to blunter electrodes.
The average gas density at the instant of firing in an enetie cylinder depe~ds upon the
throttJe opening, spark advance, compression ratio, and for ordinary aviation engines, aItitude,
hence each of these variables affects the sparking voIt.age. Thus, for example, Figure 2 shows
the effect of spark advance upon the voltage required to produce a spark. In the expedients
corresponding to Figure 2 the engine (a l-eyIinder Liberty) was kept running by one spark
plug, whiIe another plug -was connected to a source of high YoItage -which couId be easily con-
trolled and measured and which
%wu
was applied to the plug for a very
short interval at anydesiredpoint
in the engine cycIe. It wili be ~ 7000 ,
noted that over the range of ~
e Occasicmdspa++q
possible spark settings from 20 ~
to 40° advance on the crank shaft ~~oo
(10 to 20” on the cam shaft), the ~
voltage varies by 25 per cent. ~Q3~
titer the mixture has been
ignited but before combustion is
compIete there are ~ery great
variations in density between 40” 20” @ 20° 40” 60” m“Camshaft ongle
VariOUS parts of the b~g F~&Z._V01~2~eQu-~Wto ~~UIUC~* sPar~A VtiOUStimesdfing ~ engineCycle.
mass of gas, and consequently Dataobt~bedinal-c~lbdtrLibertyengineoper~tingatpartthrottIe
—
the results of successive measurements at times later than “ dead center” are very discordant.
-A change of throttIe setting also changes the gas density at the instant of ignition, but it
also changes the mean operating temperature of the electrodes very decidedly, and consequently
introduces changw in sparking voltage as a result of cha~ves of temperature as well as.of density.
This effect wilI next be considered.
VI. ELECTRODE TEMPERATURE
While an interred-combustion engine ii operating, the spark plug electrodes are at con-
siderably higher temperature than the fresh charge of gas, even after the Iatter has been mixed
with the e.xhaush gases in the clearance -voIume and compressed adiabatically. 13nder condi-
tions of preignition, temperature readings as high as 9000 (2. have been obtained on thermo-
coupl~ imbedded iu the central eIectrode of a spark pIugg,z and the “ blueing” eflect often
noticed on the surfaces of the electrodes indicates the occasional existence of very high tempera-
tures. Probably temperatures of 500 to 600° (2. are more nearly normal for aircraft engines.
.4 few experiments (37, 38) have been made in the past on the effect of electrode tempera-
ture on sparking voltage and in 1902 Stark (Q) suggested the e&tence of such an effect OR
theoretical grounds.
Recent experiments (39) h~ve shown that this effect is of considerable importance. The
measurements -were made on a spark gap between a cold brass sphere 1 cm. in diameter and the
tip of a thermocouple which could be heated by a smaIl electric furnace. i% blast of air play-
—
sThepluginquestionwaanotusedforignitionduringthism.eaauremeut
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ing on the gap insured the maintenm ce of normal atmospheric density in the gas in the gap.
When the negative electrode was heated the sparkhg voltage was ma~erid.ly reduced, the
change amounting to 50 per cent at 700° C. When the positive electrode was heated the change
was somewhat less (2o to 30 per cent) but still very definite.
As suggested by Stark (41) it is probabIe that this effect is the result of the existence of a
thin layer of heated gas next to the hot electrode which is not swept away by the air blast nor
by the turbulence in the engine. The effect of rec?uced density previously discussed would
cause this thin layer to be overstressed, a~d it would then afford an effective ionizing region
and cause the entire gap to break down.
Since the temperature of the spark pIug is affected by a great number of factors, many of
which are unknown, it is evident that this temperate effect prevents the computation of the
sparking voltage in any particular case. Obviously, however, any change which increases tkc
temperature of the spark plug such as greater throttle opening, higher compression ratio, lower
altitude, greater gas leakage through the plug or changes of electrode shape will tend to cor-
respondingly decrease the sparking voltage, and vice versa. There seems to be some slight
possibility that this effect may be useful as a means of estimating plug temperatures, or aL
least of indicating the liabiIity of a plug to heat excessively and cause preignition. Table I
gives in the Iast column the ratio of the -voltage required to produce a spark in an engine to
that required in air at normal density and room temperature. The engine measurements were
made in a l-cylinder Liberty, at part throttle and 25° spark advance with a rather rich mix-
ture. An approximate estimate of the incretise in density due to compression would indicato
an increase in voltage by a factor of 2.47. The plugs listed in ‘TabIe I fall into two groups, .
one having on the average the ratio 1.57, while the other has 2.11. The plugs in the former
group are of such construction that high temperature would be expected, whiIe those in t])r
latter group vould be expected to run decidedly colder.
]
—
TABLE I
Fferz.-. .. . . . . . . . . ... —.. EOnsOtdisk....-. -.. ..=---------
Ex rss. -. . . .. . ----------- Wireendon.... . . ..-... -.”---------
0.?/. 14. . . . ..-. ----------- *alar ... . ..-- .. . . . . . . . . . ..-–_-.{
hrational.... . . . . ..-.. ----- Pamllelwires.--... -.. . . . ...==...—
Bosch.--. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 3.pOirrt...-. ..-- . . .__________
CIr8mpi0rr.. .. . . . . . ..__.. .. Wireendon.... . ..-.. -.--. . . .. . . . .
Aris. --------------------- . Wireendwithcorrugations. . .. . . .
~
Mwn..... . . . . . ..- . . ..-----------. ----. --... --__-_-_.----. ___--_ .k.z--
ReV. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wiretoshell...--- . . . . . . . . .._._.. ~
Bethlehemdehue. .... . .. . . Wireendon......________________
]
Bethlehem...-... _. .------~ Ponsotdisk..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2E
Sharp........-..-_--._–- .hnular..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
Splitdorf.-.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . --.--do_-. --... -..--. --.--.-—-. 6;@
Benson..-... . . ...-. ----.. --._.-do -------------------------- .60
Lodge. . ... . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .---.do--------------------------- .49 ;%
MoslerM-5. .. .. . . . ...-.-.1 Wireendon..... . .. . . . .. L..-.-_... $Sm
Bole.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lozengetoshell. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . :E , 4WI
Brewster-Goldsmithl-.&-- Amrular. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .40 ‘t,ml
Rude~............-. ._.._. lviretoshell...------------------ .53 6,700
Brewste~-~oldsmi~h3-X-. ~7i~endof -------------------- .51 4,6LXl
Eeniult------------------- Pointsto$he~.-..+---...-..-.-.-. .48 ‘j ~y
A. C. Titan. . . ..-.. ------- Crossedw]res--------------------- .51
i 1!
1.40
1.40
1.67
1.57
1.62
L65
1.76
Mean..... . . . . . . . . . . . -------------------------------------------------------
t II
\ ,2.11
Curve II, Figure 3, shows the observed sparking -roltages at upper dead center of a plug
of a conventional type in a l-cylinder Liberty engine operating at 1,2Q0 R. P. Ikf. with various
throttle~settings. The change of vtiltage with B. hl. E. P. is slight because the changes in gas
density and electrode temperature affect the sparking voltage in-oppos; te directions. - The gas
density as estimated from the compression pressures given by a check valve indicator is shown
in Curve V, and the mean tempemture throughout the cycle of the electrode of a sonMwlM t
similar plug is shown by Curve III. (This latter curve was obtained from the indications of
a thermocouple inserted in the central electrode of a Bosch plug which was not sparking.)
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C we I.—Fol@e at tarious mixtureratioam“tkconstant throttle setting. J’alues rcr”thTickand leanmizturesare
indicatedbg R and L, respeditely,and practicallycoincide.
Crime 11.—Vo@e at various throttle opening% u&h constant carburetor setting.
Cuwe If I.—Temperature oj plug electrode at various throttle settings with consfant carbureier setting.
Curce 1~.—Temperatur-ei at various mixfure raiios Ticker than the maximum poxer mixture, with constant throttle
setting corresponding to point A. Point L indicates temperature with lean mixture and same throttle setting
as A.
Curte V.-Density of gas at upper dead center a~ various throttle openings as estimated ~rorn check calre readings.
Curve I shows the slight increme in
sparking voltage which occurs when, with
constant throttle setting, the mixture is
made either richer or leaner than that cor-
responding to maximum power. In this
case the gas density is practically un-
changed, but the electrodes are considerably
cooIed, as is indicated by Curve ~, which
gives the temperature cf the Bosch phg
eIectrode at various mixture ratios. The
data were obtained at the constanb throttle
setting corresponding to point A on Cuiie
111. Point ~ indicates the temperature
when the B. lf. E. P. was reduced by lean-
ing the mixture. The fact that the sparking
voltage (Curve I) is the same with both wry
FIG. 3.-SWking ‘“ - - - mperaturesina l-cylinderLiberty
engheat I,XX)I “,” !perdeadcenter.Abs&saeforall
cumesarevalues . prwwme
rich and very lean mixtures: in spite of the fact that the plug is somewhat cooler in the former
case, is probably to be accounted for by the lower breakdown voltage of the gasoline vapor
referred to below.
VII. POLAR1~Y
In the case of w spark gap with the two electrodes alike in all respects, the sparking volt-
age -will be the same regardless of which terminal is charged positively and which negatively.
If the two electrodes are different, home~erj either in shape or in temperature, there will in
general be a difference in the sparking voltage for the two polarities. This is, however: usually
slight unless the difference ‘between the electrodes is Yery marked.
The average difference in the sparking voltage on the two polarities as measured at normal
pressure and temperature on an assortment of spark plugs of very -wried shape was 14 per cent.
In an experimental gap between a cool sphere and a rather pointed electrode heated at 500° C.
the -roltage with the hot point w anode was as much as 30 per cent higher than with the reverse
polarity.
It IS probable that in most spark plugs the central electrode operates at an appreciably
higher temperature than the side electrode and hence in inst.aI~~ a battery ignition system
it is desirabIe to make the central electrode the negative terminal of the secondary circuit.
-—
In the case of a magneto, however, alternate sparks are of opposite polarity so that there is
—
no preference in making connections.
VIII. ELECTRODE MATERIAL AND SURFACE
.% number of experimenters have found that the sparking vohage does not depend upon
the metal of which the electrodes are made, with the possible exception of aluminum and mag-
nesium (3, 4S, 65, 67). Ik is possible Lhab indirect changes may be produced because of a dif-
ference in the temperature attained in operation but such effects are probably very small.
(.See also 6S’-)
Fkperiments’ have indicated that when the electrode surface is wet, with oil or gasoline the
voltage is increased by from 10 to 20 per cent. If a drop of oiI bridges the narrowest part of
the gap between the electrodes the spark takes place through the air around the surface of the
$BureauofStmdmls, 1921.
*
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drop. This requires an increase in voltage which may vary from 80 per cent in a ~ong gap to
300 per cent in a short gap, and -will of course, depend on hhe shape and arrangement of
the electrodes. While the plugs referred to elsewhere were being run i~ a Liberty engine
very little effect from oil could be detected even at–starting with the engine cold. lit rare
intervals, however} the volt-meter indicated excessive voltages amounting to a 100 pm cent
increase. This -was probably the result of oil but may ha~e been an extreme case of the ‘[over-
shooting” effect described below.
1X. MIXTURE RATIO
While considerable work has been done on the relative electric strength of various fixed
gases such as air, hydrogen, COz, etc. (.%?, 3f, 3~), the only data available on spark voltages
in gasoline vapor mixtures are those obtained at the British IVationaI Physical Laboratory “
(69). These indicate that over the range of explosive mixtures the breakdown voltage may
be represented by the empirical formula
V= V,(1 –O. 6~)
where ~Q= sparking voltage in pure air.
P = Weight of gasoline di~rided by weight of air filling space at-same temperature and
total pressure as the mixture.
The linear variation of voltage with percentage of vapor is corroborated by the experi-
ments of Hayashi (3.4) w-ho found that the sparking voltage in mixtures of hydrogen and nitrogen
could be acwrately computed as a simple additive propert3’ of the composition of the mixture.
Since the normal value of p is only about 0.07 and some of thk gasoline may be in liquid
rather than vapor form the actual change in voltage as compared with that of the gap in air is
only a few per cent. Rough attempts were made at the Bureau of Standards to detect this
effect in an actual engine by observing the sparking voltage f or various settings of the carburetor
needle valve. Although other conditions were kept as nearly constant as possible, the changes
in mixture caused such large changes in the operating temperature of the plug as to nearly mask
any clirect effect arising from the presence of the gasoline vapor. Consequently the actual
sparking voltage as shown by Curve I, Figure 3, was slightly increased by varying the mixture
ratio to either side of that giving maximum power.
X. TURBULENCE
From purely theoretical reasons it might be expected that a strong current of gas relatively
free from ions blowing across a spark gap would interfere with the accumulation of ions neces-
sary to produce a spark. In the case of a gap between a sharp point and a plane a blasti of air
along the point very definitely increases the sparking voltage for one polarity and thus produces
a rectifying effect. Young and Warren (.48, p. 357) have observed changes of 50 per cent in
sparking voltage resulting from an air blast. On the other hand, in connection with the study
of electrode temperature effects, careful measurements were made of the sparking voltage in
an air stream at velocities up to about 4,oOO cm. per second but no change was observed except
what could be attributed to change of temperature resulting from a cooling of the electrodes.
An explanation of this discrepancy may lie in a difference in the rapidity with which the sparks
followed one another. If this was high in the British experiments (value is not given) the
voltage at slow airspeeds may possibly have been reduced by residual ionization left in the
gap by preceding sparks, while at faster airspeeds the spark occurred in fresh air.
XI. RATE OF APPLICATION OF VOLTAGE
Perhaps the greatest source of confusion, inaccuracy, and controversy in connection with
observations of sparking voltage is the so-called “ time lag” or “ retardation” of the spark
{52, 59,54,59,60,62, 63). This manifests itself in various ways depending upon experimental
conditions usually either as a time interval or as an apparent increase of sparking voltage.
The time intervak involved are negligib~e as such in automotive work but the increase in
required voltage may well cause failure to spark at all.
If a continuous volt~ge slightly greater than the sparking volt~ge be applied to a spark
gap a spark in extreme cases may not pass for several seconds or even minutes thereafter. In
the case of an alternating voltage of commercial frequency where the voltage is near its m~xi-
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mum value for as much as 0.004 second at a time, the lag effects are not so very serious, par-
ticularly since the voltage is again applied on the nexti half wave after an additional interval of
only about 0.004 second. The voItage from an ignition system, however, is nehr its peak ~alue
for only about 0.0001 second and the dead interval between peaks is usually 500 times this
period- Consequently a relatively slight time lag will cause the plug to completely fail to
spark. When an au-diary spark gap is used in series m-th a spark plug the application of the
voltage to the plug itself is still more rapid and may occur in less than 0.000001 second. Peek
(1(?, 61) has studied the behavior of spmk gaps tith such suddenly applied voltages and finds
that different types of gap vary greatly in the amount of “lag.” Sphere gaps spark at sub-
stantially the same voltage as with more gradual applications but gaps between sharply pointed
electrodes do not spark until the ma.simum suddenly appLied voltage is very muih (2 to 5 times)
greater than the slowly applied sparking voltage. Work at frequencies up to 100,000,000 ——
cycles per second (56) has shown lag effects even with sphere gaps.
The principal effects of this time lag when an ignition system is used as a source of voltage
are (a) irreguIar firing unless the maximum voltage which the system will give greatly exceeds
that which, at moments of least lag, w-ill produce a spark, (6) an abnormally high sparkirig
roltage which may be measured with the type of crest voltmeter which indicates the ma.xirnum
value of voltage applied to the gap. The amount of this increase in -voltage depends on the
ignition system as well as on the gap (64). It must be noted, however, that this Iag is absolutely
negligible as far as concerns any change in the poinb of the e~eine cycle at which ignition occurs.
The maximum secondary ~oltage from an ignition c.oiI operating tit.bout any spark gap
is proportional to the primary current. If such a coil is connected to a spark gap, and the
current is graduall~ increased, a value mill be reached, ai which sparks will occur occasionally but
not regularly. A crest voltmeter connected across the spark gep will indicate a ~oltage cori-e-
sponding to the primary current. If the current is again increased somewhat the sparking
w-N become more and more regular, and the reading of the crest vohrneter at first wiII continue
to increase in proportion to the primary current. After the current has been rtiised suffi-
ciently to give regular sparking, a further increase in primary current -wiI1still increase the
voltmeter reading but to a less extent than corresponds to its proportionality with the primary
current... Since the crest -voltmeter indicates the greatest voltage applied to it during the five
minutes preceding an observation, it must be concluded that the sparks lag at least oceasion-
alj- until the voltage has risen considerably a,bove the least value: at which a spark sometimes
passes, before the gap breaks down, but that the gap al-ways breaks down before the voltage
has risen to the peak value which the given primary current is capable of producing. Since
this Iast described condition of reguIar firing with an excess value of primary current is the
normal condition of operation of an ignition system, it is evident that there is considerable of
this “ overshooting” effect present at all times, and its amount depends on the excess of primary
current over that barely sticient to fire the gap. The value of much experimental work on
sparking voltages is limited by uncertainties due to this effect.
.knother case in which this time Iag manifests itseIf “k where two spark gaps are connected in
parallel. Such a situation arises, for exampIe, when a previously wdibrated spark gap is used
to measure the sparking voltage of another gap, or in the safety gap of a magneto or the pos-
sible spark path over the outer surface of a spark pIug insulator, both of which are in paraHeI
with the normal spark plug gap. If tw-o such paraIlei gaps differ markedly in time lzg and a
rapidly rising voItage impulse is appLied to them, the spark will pass at. the ccquickerr’ gap, even
if it is the longer of the two, and has, vihen measured alone, a decidedly higher sparking voltage
than its “slower” companion. This emphasizes the caution which must be observed in making
or interpreting experiments using such parallel gaps.
It -wasfound very early (50) that these lag ei?ects couId be very greatly reduced by illumi-
nating the spark gap and particularly the cathode with ultra-violet light. A similar reduction
results from X rays, radium radiation, or any source which tends to increase ionization in the
spark gap. A rather violent controversy (52, 53) arose over the question of whether the source
of ionization actually reduces the sparking voltage or whether it merely reduces the lag effects.
The preponderance of evidence seams (57’, 58) to show that. when the external source of ioniza-
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tion is very powerful an actual reduction in voltzge is produced, but the reduction in Iag is
nearly compIete with much weaker sources of ionization.
The cause of this time lag has been the subject of considerable speculation (63, 64) but
without very definite results. There is, of course, a certain interval required for the succession
of collisions of ions with molecules to buiId up a sufficient density of ions in the gap to produce
a spark. This time interval would be expected to be of the order of 0.00001 second, and ii may
well be that the lag effects noted by Peek (10) and Algerrnissen (56) are due to this, The
atmosphere usually contains about 1,000 ions per cubic centimeter at all times, as a result of
the radioacti~ity of the earth. In a gap as smalI as that of a spark plug, however, the volume
of air which is under appreciable electric stress is only a few cubic millimeters, and it may well
happen th~t no ion is present to start a spark during the short interval while an ignition voltage is
actually applied to the gap. This absence of” casual ions” which could” trigger oH” the spark is
a second possible explanation of lag. It agrees with the observed fact that the lag is greater
with point gaps than with electrodes of large radius where a greater volume of gas is subjected
to the electric forces. Campbell (6’3) suggests still another rather mysterious source of lag (or
as he terms it ‘(hardness”) which seems to depend on the surface condition of the cathode.
In the operation of a plug in an engine the gas is diluted with exhaust gases from the pre-
ceding cycle and these gases are probably highly ionized as a result of the chemical reaction just
completed in them. Also the electrodes of the plug are hot and a certain amount of thermionic
emission probably comes from them. As a result we should expect relatively littlo lag under
these conditions. This is borne out by experiments at the Bureau of Standards, in which the
crest voltage applied to the plug in actual operation was measured while the ignition system
was supplied with v-arious amounts of primary current. The a~erage “overshoot” in voltage
when the current was double that at which sparking just Imgan amoun~ed to only 7 per cent
while in the open air with the plug cold the overshoot was 35 per cent, and when illuminated
with an arc lamp it was 17 per cent. On the other hand, lag effects are often noted in the
operation of magneto safety gaps, the flashov-er of spark plugs, and especia~ly in standard test
gaps. It is evident that there is muck need for a more fundamental study of these lag phenomena
in general.
XII. STANDARD TEST GAPS
In the testing of ignition apparatus both in the factory and in service, use is very frequently
made of sets of standard spark gaps which are intended to duplicate the conditions of operation
of the system either normally or more often with an arbitrarily chosen increase in severity.
Such a set of test gaps is much cheaper and more conv-enient than any type of crest voltmeter
and its further development is very desirable (49).
The requirements for such a type of gap are (a) ease of specification (i. e., few msential
dimensions), (b) constancy of voltage (i. e., freedom from eating away of points), (c] freedom
from time lag, (d) ease of setting (i. e., voltage should change only slowly with change of gap
length). Items (a) and (5) are fulfilled very nicely by the sphere gap and it is the generally
accept ed standard (26) for high-voltage measurements. For the lower voltages used in ignition,
however, the required gap le@h is very short and it is difficult to comply with item (d). Because
of this recourse is had to gaps between pointed electrodes which satisfy (d) fairly well bu~ at the
expense of (a) and (6). A gap between two sharp points is very bad as regards item (c), ho-ivewmi
and it is the universal practice to reduce the time lag troubles by the use of a third or ‘{teaser”
electrode which is insulated from the rest of the circuit and is separated from the high potentitil
main electrode by a small gap (0.1 mm.). With such an arrangemen~as tho voltag~ on the
main electrode rises, a tiny spark passes to the teaser electrode to charge it and its support to
some intermediate potential corresponding to its intermediate position with respect to the two
main electrodes. This small “teaser” spark produces ionization in the main spark gap and
thereby prepares it for sparking at the slightly later instant at which the voltage has risen to
the sparking voltage of the main gap. The usual explanation of the ionization of the main gap
by the teaser spark is that some of the ions of the teaser spark move bodily into the main gap.
Some recent experiments at the Bureau of Standards, however, indicate that the ultra-violet
light from a very foeble teaser spark at a distance of several centimeters is sufficient to trigger
off the main gap even whim a direct transport of ions to the main gap is prevented by a barrier
of transpwent q~artz.
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TABLE 11
SPECIFICATIONFOR STAIN~ARDS-POINTGAP FOR IGNITIONTES’PL\-G
(a)
(b)
(c)
,
The voltage of the usual three-point gap depends considerably on the sharpness of the
point-s and even with the teaser in operation there is considerable overshooting (as much as 25
per cent has been observed).
Other types of gap have been suggested for test purposes, such as the sphere gap and
annular gap (~~, J&), which seem to be somewhat less troubIed by lag effects. They h%ve not
come into generaI use in this country a-sye$ and in the absence of any really satisfactory type
of gap, the form described in Table 11 seems to be the most reliable.
XIII. SAFETY SPARK GAPS
Lfost magnetos are provided with a safeLy spark gap -which is intended to discharge at
some volt age well above the normal sparking voltage of the pl~~, but Iower than that at -which
faikre of the solid insulating materials used in the machine would be expected. lfeasurements
on the safety gaps supplied with five difierent makes of maagyeto showed surprisingly uniform
values of sparking voltage. The average was 12,000 volts and the separate machines differed
less than 10 per cent from this value. Considerable “ overshooting” was noted, however, and
at times voltages 25 per cen~ greater than normal were required to produce a spark. Since the
spark plug voltage under average conditions for aircraft enggnes is about 6,000 volts, it appears
that safety gaps a-snow adjusted afford a margin of 100 per cent overvoltage.
In the case of battery and coil systems the total available energy at each instant of
“break” is decidedly less than in a magneto, and also the design of the coil allows more space
for solid insulation than is available in a magneto. (consequently safety gaps are not used and
in case the high tension terminal becomes open circuited the coil is free to buiId up the maxi-
mum voltage of which it is capable with the given primary current. This vaIue k usuaUY
from 10,000 to 15,000 volts, and hence is not materially diflerent from that of the magneto
safety gap.
XIV. SERIES GAPS
Relatively few experiments have been made on the sparking voltage of combinatiorts of
two or more spark gaps in series, although thk condition arises in magnetos having “jump-
spark” distributors and in cases where audiary series spark gaps (so-called “ energizers,”
“ intensifiers, ” or “ transformers”) are used. This condition also arises where a “ 2-spark”
magneto fires two spark plugs in series.
The To] tage required to spark two gaps in series is not in generaI the sum of the sparking
voltages of the separate gaps but depencls on the distribution of the total voltage between
them. 11 one gap is shunted by a resistance, as is the case when a spark plug is even slightly
fouled with carbon, practically the fuIl Yoltage is concentrated on the clean gap and this latter
will break down -ivhen the total voltage is equal to its sparking -voltage. The full voltage is
thus immediately applied to the fouled gap, which in turn will spark, provided its sparkkg
voltage is also exceeded. This simple theory has been previously discussed (fi, 45, 47’), but
there seems to be some em.dence that the auxiliary gap is even more effective than this reason-
ing -would account for (.48). This may well be the result of electrical oscillations produced by
the breakdom of the clean spark gap which in effect serve to apply nearly a double voltage
to the fouled gap. This is a point which requires further investigation.
F7hen both gaps are clean (i. e., free from parallel resistances) the division of voltage
between the two gaps is determined by the electrostatic capacity in paraIleI with each. If these
capacities happen to be inversely proportional to the sparking voltages of the corresponding
.—
.
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gaps then the total sparking voltage w-ill, tbeoreticdly, be the sum of the sparking -voltages of
the individual gaps. Any other distribution of capacity will decrease the total voltage required
to produce a spark. In a 2-spark magneto the capacity to the ground from one terminal is
usually very much greater than that from the other.
XV. SUMMARY
The preceding discussion has shown that the sparking voltage of spark plugs depends
upon a great number of conditions, some of which, such as electrode temperature, are so diffi-
cult to determine that the voltage in any given case can nob be closely predicted. ~~arious
factors affect the voltage as follows:
1. Gap length increases the voltage approximately according to the curve of
Figure 1.
2. Shape of electrodes may cause departures of + zo per cent from the curve of
Figure I.
3. Density of the gas increases the sparking voltage approximately linearly
according to the equation
E,=E, (1+ K(a–1))
where 5= relative density
E,=voltage at 5=1 ‘
l%=voltage at 3=3
~= constant= 0.6 approximately.
4. Heating the electrode above the temperature of the gas fur~her reduces the
This reduc~ion is greater whenvoltage by amounts up to 50 per cent at 700° C.
the heated electrode is negative.
5. Electrode material, mixture ratio, and turbulence have littIe direct effect on
sparking voltage.
6. Erratic and large changes in v-ol~agemaybe produced by time-lag effects, but these
are less likely to occur under spark-plug conditions than in test gaps, safety gap?, etc.
i%reasonable figure for the sparking voltage under average conditions in an aircraft engine
at-full power at sea level is 6,000 volts. Under extreme combinations of conditions it may
rise to io,oooor fall to 3,000 volts.
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